Upto KG

**Activity:** Draw & Colour

Make a drawing/sketch on any topic of your choice. Give it a caption. (Size A4)

Class -I

**Activity:** Prepare a ‘That’s Me’ Card (A 4 size).

Shoot COOL snaps of yourself and paste them on the card. Fill in the following details on the card…

- My name:............................................
- School:.............................................
- Class/Sec:...............................
- B’day:.................................
- I like:..............................................
- I hate:..............................................
- My Hobby:........................................
- My Role Model:...........................
- My Best Friend:...........................
- My Fav Book:..............................
- My Fav Game:................................
- My Fav Mall:..............................
- My Fav Food:..............................
- My Fav Teacher:..........................
- My Fav Poem:.............................
- My Fav Subject:............................
- I want to become a:........................
- I want to feature in GT because...
  ................................................................
  ................................................................
  ................................................................
  ................................................................
  ................................................................

Class -II

**Little jury:** Read/visit any one children’s magazine/website (Magic Pot, Children’s World, Junior Chanda Mama, Little World, Young Angels, www.theglobaltimes.in, karaditales.com, etc). Write ten lines as to what you liked/disliked in it.

Or
**Little Chef:** Show off your culinary skills by sending in your recipes. Prepare a drink or dish for your mother. Decorate it. Get a picture clicked with the same. Paste it on an A4 sheet along with the recipe. (150-200 words)

**Class –III**

**Cartoon in school:** You wake up one morning and realize that you have been changed into a cartoon character you love/hate to watch. What happens when you go to school? Share the day’s experience. (150-200 words)

Or

**GT Travels:** Are you planning a trip this vacation? Then pack your copy of The Global Times. Click a snap of yourself reading/displaying the newspaper beside a historical monument/famous spot (eg. Taj Mahal, London Bridge, Mountain Top, etc) and post the snap to us for printing in GT. Please make sure that the picture is clicked with a good camera, not with a mobile phone!

**Class -IV**

**Right to read:** Take a picture of a famous/local person holding The Global Times and interview them about why reading is important to him/her. It could even be someone unexpected as your domestic help, cobbler, etc who have been deprived of education. (100-200 words)

Or

**Photo Manic:** Capture the Moments - Happiest moment this summer / any other happy moment that you cherish -Moments that bring tears in your eyes, Mischievous Moments, Sweetest of sweet moments. Give a Caption to the Picture.

**Class –V**

**Travel Desk:** Write a short essay on the place you visited during the vacation. Share the new things you saw, what it is famous for, what is the best way to reach the place, etc. Enclose your best photographs of the trip too. (250-300 words)

Or

**Sports:** (a) Test your sports quotient with a sports quiz on any sport. (200-300 words) (b) Share some important interesting discovery/goof-up/controversy/facts in sports (200-300 words)

**Class -VI**
**Sports Spotted:** Identify new sports/games available in the market. Write the game review… cost/rating/ target age group/no. of players/what’s exciting about it, why you would recommend it, etc (300 words)

Or

**Comic Strip:** Make an interesting original comic strip using not more than two A-4 size sheets of paper.

**Class –VII**

**My First Experience:** Share your first experience (300-500 words) on anything eg: My First bank Account/My First Party/My First Gameboy/My First Trip/My First Success/My First Defeat/My First Contact with New Sibling / My first Computer etc

Or

**Pearls of Wisdom:** Write an inspirational/ spiritual quote or a story from our holy scriptures. Discuss its relevance in today’s world. (250-300 words)

**Class –VIII**

**GLAD MAD SAD’**-What is the one thing about India that makes you…

GLAD…50-100 Words
MAD…50-100 Words
SAD…50-100 Words

Or

**Good Samaritan:** Identify a person/ organization from your surroundings that is doing exceptional work for the welfare of the society. Visit the person/organization and do an inspirational story. Enclose photographs of the same. (300 words)

Or

**Mentor-wise:** Interview a Celebrity/ Achiever who has made significant contribution to society. Enclose photographs of the same. (300 words)

**CLASS IX**

**Prepare your own magazine:**
Team Activity: 5 Children.
**Step 1:** Choose a theme of your choice on which you would like to educate the people…eg environment/motivational/spiritual/sports/digital/crime/women etc and give a name to it.

**Step 2:** Do a research on the topic as to what people would like to read and who is your target audience. Write the stories keeping in mind the audience it is meant for.

**Step 3:** Begin with local issues because then you have the opportunity to visit the place and talk to people. Hence, identify some local issues, which you want to raise or want to know about (then you can go out, know more about it and share it with the larger community).

**Step 4:** Assign stories to your team of reporters. Make sure that the stories are real, authentic and original. Include a research survey report conducted by the reporting team and an interview related to the topic.

**Step 5:** The next step is editing and designing. Arrange for relevant pictures/illustration/graphics/posters etc to design your pages in a manner that makes enjoyable reading, the reader will simply turn the pages over. Include elements in the magazine to involve the readers eg games/puzzles/contest/quiz etc

**Step 6:** The magazine should be made on eight A4 sheet pages inclusive of the front and back page. Design an interesting cover for your magazine.

**Class –X**

Prepare a research paper (1500 words) on any one of the topics given below. You are free to choose any other topic of your own too. The research story should be supported with authentic survey and findings if any, opinion of experts, views of the people affected by it etc. Also include a small survey (sample size 50-100) or case study of your own to make it more authentic.

Team Activity: 5 children

❖ **CARING CARS:** Should hybrid and fuel cell cars be made mandatory in the modern world?
  - With pollution on the rise, is switching to alternate fuels the best way to a healthier environment?
  - Any countries of the world which have already made the switch
  - Statistics of fuel usage around the world.
  - Views of Environment experts/teens
  - A unique model to preserve the environment
  - New age eco friendly fuels listing

❖ **POISON ON YOUR PLATE!** Artificial fertilizers: poison in healthy food
  - Market Survey: which food items contain preservatives/artificial fertilizers
• Consumer survey: How many people are aware (teens/moms/guardians/canteens)
• What to read on the pack before buying
• Alarming Statistics
• Food technologists/Doctors view
• How much is too much? (what are the permissible limits of consumption)

❖ ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE Vs IQ: Calculators and computers: killers to conventional learning skills
• Are computers making our brains rust?
• Data/stats/survey/opinion poll
• Is it leading to lifestyle diseases like obesity/diabetes etc
• Making teens lazy
• Alternate solutions

❖ WHO DECIDES MY CAREER?
• What is the role of parents
• How competent is professional help, if any?
• Is it a Personal Choice or social pressure
• What are the implications of choosing a career?
• Are switching career good for career growth?

Class –XI

For Humanities:

Pick out one moment from history which you like/dislike. Imagine the world scenario if that incident is removed from the historical timeline; what would have been the implications—both good and bad. (300-400 words)

For Commerce:

Prepare an article on ‘how to buy a camera/laptop’ or any other gadget important in student life. The article should include the following:
   a) Prerequisites to buy the gadget (eg charging capacity, personal interest, zoom in capacity, price)
   b) Factors to not buy a particular model (eg on the learning stage, etc)

For Science:

Write an article on any science discovery and discuss how it has changed the lives (positively/negatively) (300-400 words)
Let your article address the basics as… What is the discovery? Who discovered it and when? What does it help in/What are its applications? How is it useful/advantages etc. What is the scope of the discovery? etc